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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
New Orleans’s system of public defense is broken. This much has been known for
a long time. The city’s provision of counsel to its criminally accused poor has
been condemned by entities ranging from the Louisiana Supreme Court to the
Louisiana State Bar Association; the National Legal Aid and Defender
Association (NLADA) to the Department of Justice’s Bureau of Justice Assistance.
In the words of Calvin Johnson, former chief judge of the New Orleans criminal
court, “[t]he public defender situation was bad before [Hurricane] Katrina. Now
it’s a full-blown disaster.”
The city’s predicament, then, is less one of identifying the problem than of deciding what to do about it. New Orleans, and in particular the Board of the Orleans
Public Defender (BOPD), has two clear options before it: (1) focus strictly on the
structural issues of funding, vertical representation, caseload limits, and the like,
or (2) work from the outset to establish a model community defender office that
will address clients’ needs inside and outside the courtroom. Though there are
many strong arguments to support the former course of action, this report concludes that the latter is the best option if the city hopes to stanch the excessive
flow of cases running through its criminal justice system, cut costs, and address
the most exigent problems experienced by its former clients. Building a strong system of community defense today will help prevent more onerous and expensive
steps tomorrow.
Our conclusions are based on two primary sources. First, in accordance with the
precepts of community defense, researchers from the Brennan Center for Justice
at NYU School of Law and The Bronx Defenders interviewed former clients of
the Orleans Indigent Defender Program (OIDP) in order to pinpoint problems
with the old system and solicit solutions to those problems. We also interviewed
judges, law professors, and other advocates.
Second, one month after we returned from New Orleans, we convoked a meeting of the Brennan Center’s Community Oriented Defender (COD) Network.
The COD Network brings together representatives from defender offices pursuing community-based outreach and systemic reform in jurisdictions around the
country. Our aim was to find current defender projects to match the concerns
voiced by interviewees and focus group participants in New Orleans. At the conclusion of this report, we describe many of the efforts undertaken by current
network members, and how those efforts might address the most salient issues
raised by OIDP’s former clients. Supplemental materials are available at
http://www.brennancenter.org/subpage.asp?key=42&init_key=35696.
Though our interview and focus group participants identified deficiencies in
many realms of the New Orleans criminal justice system, they found, with striking unanimity, the following four areas to be the most important: indigent defense
culture, law enforcement and misdemeanor arrests, attorney-client communica-
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tion, and reentry. The nature of their concerns and the types of solutions they
posed suggest that the grave situation of indigent defense in New Orleans cannot
be addressed through structural reform or zealous courtroom advocacy alone.
Accordingly, we make the following six broad recommendations:
■

Reinvent defender culture.
䊒 Draft a mission statement.
䊒 Establish a physically separate office, the design of which reflects the
agency’s mission.
䊒 Form interdisciplinary hiring committees.
䊒 Hire, or secure volunteer, investigators and social workers to collaborate
with legal staff.
䊒 Tie performance evaluations to cross-staff collaboration and community
outreach.

■

Reach out to client communities.
䊒 Contact community groups and seek collaboration.
䊒 Form a community advisory committee.
䊒 Perform legal services in client communities.

■

Investigate police misconduct and help clients avoid negative police interaction.
䊒 Establish an internal police misconduct database.
䊒 Conduct legal and “Know Your Rights” trainings.

■

Make contacts with social service providers and, where appropriate, divert
clients at first appearance.
䊒 Conduct a survey of local social service providers.
䊒 Where appropriate, divert clients at first appearance and tabulate the
short- and long-term court- and jail-related savings.
䊒 Play a greater role in the design of specialty courts.
䊒 Where appropriate, encourage the use of diversion at arrest over postplea specialty courts.

■

Improve communication with clients.
䊒 Work with the city to improve the jail visitation system.
䊒 Where possible, contact clients’ family members at clients’ request.
䊒 Enable clients to review their police report upon its release.
䊒 Develop an office-wide protocol for maintaining communication with
clients while they are incarcerated.

■

Facilitate client reentry at front and back ends of the criminal justice process.
䊒 Advise clients of the collateral consequences of sentencing and plea
arrangements and negotiate with judges and prosecutors to avoid the
conferral of civil sanctions.
䊒 Support legislation that increases employment opportunities and reduces
civil barriers for people with criminal convictions.

E X E C U T I V E S U M M A RY

䊒
䊒

Where applicable, provide criminal-record expungement services.
Aid clients in procuring non-prison identification.

As many of our focus group participants contended, in the most perverse of
ways, Hurricane Katrina has offered the city a rare opportunity to build anew its
broken system of public defense. In the words of one,
There were a lot of flaws pre-Katrina, and I think Katrina has provided us with an
opportunity to get it right, or at least to make it better. So that I hope those powers
that be will not just be trying to recreate what existed because it didn’t work on any
level. I don’t even think it worked for the judges or anybody else.

These recommendations, of course, are strictly advisory, and we make them with
recognition that the city faces formidable barriers to achieving even the most fundamental reforms. While the speedy adoption of the first recommendation is necessary for community defense to take hold, the following five can be gradually
implemented as BOPD sees fit. Community defense is an ongoing and evolving
project, and New Orleans, like defender agencies around the country, will need
to chart its own path on its way there.
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INTRODUCTION
New Orleans’s system of public defense is broken. This much has been known for
a long time. The city’s provision of counsel to its criminally accused poor has
been condemned by entities ranging from the Louisiana Supreme Court to the
Louisiana State Bar Association; the National Legal Aid and Defender
Association (NLADA) to the Department of Justice’s Bureau of Justice
Assistance.1 In the words of Calvin Johnson, former chief judge of the New
Orleans criminal court, “[t]he public defender situation was bad before
[Hurricane] Katrina. Now it’s a full-blown disaster.”2
The city’s predicament, then, is less one of identifying the problem than of deciding what to do about it. New Orleans, and in particular the Board of the Orleans
Public Defender (BOPD), has two clear options before it. The first is to focus on
the bare essentials of providing adequate indigent defense. Given the dire
situation of scarce resources and backlogged cases, structural deficiencies and
enervated attorneys, there are many strong arguments to support this course of
action. Process outstanding cases, establish caseload limits, alter the current funding structure, even institute a system of vertically integrated representation: in the
current context of Louisiana Indigent Defense, these are radical proposals all.3

WHAT IS
COMMUNITY DEFENSE?
Though it gains some definition
through its association with the
much discussed “community justice” movement, the precise
meaning of the term community
defense, like any criminal justice
practice modified by the term
“community,” is often unclear. As
sociologist Robert Sampson has
noted, “if community has come
to mean everything good, as a
concept it loses its analytical bite
and therefore means nothing.”7
By “community defense” we
mean something very specific.
First, the type of work we
describe herein can be labeled
“community defense” insofar as

Yet the second option proposes more. It holds that providing truly effective
assistance of counsel requires something in excess of even these significant
structural reforms: It requires a shift in the culture of indigent defense. It requires
an office that will address clients’ needs both inside and outside the courtroom.
In short, it requires community defense.4 This report endeavors to make the case
that establishing a model community defender office in New Orleans – from the
outset – is the best option if the city hopes to stanch the excessive flow of cases
running through the criminal justice system, cut costs, and address the most
exigent problems experienced by its former clients.

participating defenders seek collaboration with neighboring
community members, community
groups, and local social service
providers, rather than simply
waiting for clients to appear
alongside them in court.
Community defenders recognize
that an individual's initial contact
with the criminal justice system

To be sure, community defense will seem anathema to many stakeholders and
veteran administrators of the New Orleans criminal justice system. The very
phrase conjures images of a system worlds apart from that which currently exists
in New Orleans. The Orleans Indigent Defender Program (OIDP) gives new
meaning to the familiar claim that indigent defense is underfunded.5 In this context, can the problem truly be one of defender culture? Moreover, won’t expending valuable attorney time to address clients’ problems with substance abuse,
mental health, or other extralegal issues detract from the zealous advocacy with
which OIDP is charged? To many, calls for community defense in New Orleans,
particularly given the current climate, will seem hopelessly naïve and optimistic.

offers a rare moment in which to
address many of that individual's
most salient needs, including
those that lie outside the immediate realm of the legal system.
Yet such advocacy is seldom
strictly extralegal, for it is often
through their established contacts with community groups and
service providers that defenders
are able to most significantly

Though there is now a rich academic tradition buttressing the concept, our confidence in community defense stems from elsewhere.6 It springs instead from the
experience of defenders around the country who have successfully implemented
their own variations of the community defense model. Their success stories speak

improve their clients' case outcomes – often through diversion,
sentence mitigation, and the
avoidance of civil sanctions –
continued, next page
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WHAT IS
COMMUNITY DEFENSE?
continued
and reduce the burden of overwhelming caseloads and needlessly large court dockets.

louder than any abstract theory or reasoned conviction can for how tailored community defense can work in New Orleans just as it has worked in jurisdictions
nationwide. These stories illustrate how minute and incremental changes to office
culture can have surprisingly significant effects on case outcomes. And they confirm that, far from diminishing everyday representation, extralegal defender
advocacy augments it.10 It is these stories we draw upon to make our case.

Second, community defenders
advocate on behalf of their

■

THE PROJECT

clients as a community or collective constituency rather than as a
mere collection of individual
cases. Through various kinds of
advocacy and systemic reform
efforts, they attempt to improve
the social standing of the communities from which many of
their clients come, and to which

For three days in late May 2006, researchers from the Brennan Center for Justice
and The Bronx Defenders traveled around New Orleans to conduct interviews
and focus groups. We held focus groups with formerly incarcerated youths, mothers of imprisoned children, and men and women recently released from Orleans
Parish Prison (OPP). We spoke with a group of former prisoners organized to
secure voting rights for people with felony convictions, and with clients in substance abuse treatment programs. We also interviewed judges, law professors, and
other advocates.11

many eventually return.
In February 2002, the Brennan
Center conducted a survey of
defender agencies to gauge the
extent and kind of extralegal
practices they undertake.
The survey found that of
the 127 respondents,
■

90% report that they speak at

community forums;
■

The impetus for these interviews came from a gap we detected in the existing literature. As we mention above, deficiencies in public defense in Louisiana and
New Orleans are well-documented. A number of reports, many of which are listed at note 1, clearly and cogently delineate structural inadequacies in the state’s
provision of counsel, laying bare the indigent defense system’s failure to meet
accepted national standards. Many draw upon the insights of local experts and
criminal justice officials. Few of them, however, consider the observations of people who have prior experience with the Louisiana public defense system as clients.

55% report they are currently

engaged in collaboration with
community residents and con-

It is a fundamental precept of community defense that defenders can be guided
by clients’ self-identified needs without abdicating their authority to advise clients
about how to proceed in their cases. With this in mind, it was clear to us that
before we made recommendations about how to rebuild the Orleans Indigent
Defender Program, we needed first to interview some of its former clients.

cerned citizens in their jurisdiction on policy or systemic issues;
■

85% said community collabora-

tion was an important aspect of
their practice, with 18%
calling it essential.8

Our findings are necessarily incomplete and impressionistic. They relate the
experiences of a limited number of individuals and cannot be extrapolated to
account for the universe of indigent defense experience in New Orleans. Our
focus groups were neither representative nor randomly selected. As such, they
cannot be said to express the wishes of the New Orleans “community,” however
narrowly one might define that most nebulous of terms.

While these percentages can only
tell us about the respondents,
and not indicate larger nationwide trends, they show that a
great many defenders are
already engaged in community
defense without recognizing it as
such.9

The stories we heard tell us quite a bit, however, about what it can be like to be
a client cycling through the harrowing maze of New Orleans’s criminal justice
system. Indeed, we found an unsettling similarity in the imparted experiences of
our focus group participants. We also found that the stories of former clients
accorded with the testimony of the judges and advocates with whom we spoke –
a pattern that is in some ways reassuring and in other ways disquieting.

INTRODUCTION

The client’s perspective is not one that can be easily synthesized or replicated. As
their comments below illustrate, former clients, by virtue of their experience,
have become experts of a kind in identifying problems with, and formulating
solutions to, New Orleans’s indigent defense crisis.12 If they place the greatest
demands on a system as overwhelmed as that of New Orleans, they also afford it
insights that cannot be attained elsewhere. Their ideas, taken in aggregate, suggest that the grave situation facing New Orleans’s criminally accused poor cannot be addressed through structural reform or zealous courtroom advocacy alone.
If our interviews tell us only one thing, however, it is that the New Orleanians
with whom we spoke are anything but inured to the excesses of their criminal justice system. Our observations of the city are marked by stark tensions: between a
tremendous dearth of resources and an unyielding political will for reform;
between a pointed disdain for the experiences of the past and an unlikely hope
for change in the future. We were struck, as have been so many, by both the physical bleakness of the city and the fabled resiliency of its people.
■
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FOCUS GROUPS
■

Youth Empowerment Project

■

Friends and Families of
Louisiana’s Incarcerated
Children

■

Orleans Parish Prison

■

Voice of the Ex-Offender

■

Bridge House

■

Odyssey House

INTERVIEWS
■

David Bell
Chief Judge
Orleans Parish Juvenile Court

■

Derwyn Bunton
Associate Director
Juvenile Justice Project
of Louisiana

■

Calvin Johnson
Former Chief Judge
Orleans Parish Criminal Court

■

Professor Pamela Metzger
Tulane Law School

■

Judson Mitchell
Pro Bono Coordinator
Loyola Law School

■

Jelpi Picou
Executive Director
Capital Appeals Project

■

Ilona P. Picou
Disaster Relief Coordinator
Orleans Parish Juvenile Court

JUNE 2006 COD MEETING

One month after we returned from New Orleans, the Brennan Center held its
biannual meeting of the Community Oriented Defender (COD) Network.13 The
COD Network brings together representatives from defender offices pursuing
community-based outreach and systemic reform in jurisdictions around the country. Out of their day-to-day experience, these defenders have amassed a vast
arsenal of knowledge about how to address clients’ legal and extralegal needs. Yet
because of funding limitations and excruciating schedules, they seldom have the
opportunity to share that knowledge with colleagues in other cities and states.
The biannual meetings of the COD Network aim to provide a forum for defenders to share resources and devise solutions to the problems they face every day in
their respective jurisdictions.
We dedicated the first day of the June meeting to discussing New Orleans’s indigent defense crisis. After presenting our findings, we opened the discussion and
solicited ideas from participating defenders. We have since followed up with those
defenders to expand upon the proposals that surfaced during the discussion.
Those proposals, presented alongside the community-identified problems that
spurred them, constitute much of this report’s content.
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HURRICANE KATRINA
One kid passed out from dehydration…I started to get really dizzy, like the roadrunner when he gets knocked down, with the birds flying all around his head. I felt like
I was about to die.
T.G., 16 year-old boy trapped in the Community Youth Center
at Orleans Parish Prison14

On the night of Friday, August 26, 2005, Hurricane Katrina gained strength and
took a sharp westward turn towards the Gulf Coast.15 The unexpected shift in the
storm’s direction prompted Governor Kathleen Blanco to issue a state of emergency. On Sunday morning, New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin ordered the firstever mandatory evacuation of the city.16 As intense rainfall buffeted the city, many
area residents evacuated.17 Many others made their way to New Orleans’s
designated “refuges of last resort” – 26,000 of them finding shelter in the
Superdome.18 Though the storm surged through Monday morning, ravaging the
city and killing dozens, by the afternoon many survivors took solace in the belief
that the worst of it was over.19
Then the levees breached – first at the Industrial Canal, then at the 17th Street
and London Avenue Canals.20 The floodwaters inundated the city, taking unsuspecting residents – particularly the sick and elderly – by surprise. Hurricane
Katrina left 80% of the city underwater and killed, at latest count, nearly 1,500
Louisianans, the majority of them African-American.21
Among those unable to flee were prisoners held at the Templeton III facility of
Orleans Parish Prison. According to a report by Human Rights Watch (HRW),
on Monday morning, just as the levees collapsed, the sheriff ’s department completely abandoned Templeton III. Generators and toilets broke, leaving prisoners
in rising, feculent water with no lights or air circulation. According to HRW
researcher Corrine Carey, “[p]risoners were abandoned in their cells without
food or water for days as the floodwaters rose to the ceiling.”22 Many attested they
saw floating bodies; Criminal Sheriff Marlin Gusman has denied any such
claims.23 It took four days after the waters reached chest-level for the Templeton
III prisoners to be evacuated. Like much of the general population of Orleans
Parish Prison, a significant number of those trapped in Templeton III were pretrial detainees held on charges of criminal trespass, public drunkenness, or disorderly conduct.
Youths in juvenile detention faced similarly terrifying circumstances. A report by
the Juvenile Justice Project of Louisiana (JJPL) found that on Sunday the 28th, as
the storm raged on, authorities at two local juvenile detention facilities sent a
group of children to OPP. There, they were taken to the South White Detention
Center, known as the Community Youth Center (CYC), where they swelled the
ranks of total incarcerated children to between 100 and 150. Based on their interviews with youths trapped in the CYC during Katrina, JJPL concluded “these

H U R R I C A N E K AT R I N A

INCARCERATION IN NEW
ORLEANS
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regard. In Louisiana, 47.3% of all

minute past midnight so sheriffs

state prisoners are housed in local

could charge for the extra day:

jails.32 In 2003, the Louisiana
The place for convicted criminals in
New Orleans cannot be called a prison:
it is a horrid sink, in which they are
thronged together, and which is fit only
for those dirty animals found here
together with the prisoners.24
Alexis de Tocqueville
and Gustave de Beaumont, 1833

Department of Corrections paid
state sheriffs $153.9 million to
house approximately 17,000
people.33 The state’s $24 perperson, per-day rate represents
significant cost savings for the
Department of Corrections, which
normally expends $38 per-person

Orleans Parish Prison sits in “a low-

per-day to house a state prisoner.34

lying wedge of land off Broad

Yet because of the meager wages

Street between Interstate 10 and

sheriffs receive to house pre-trial

Tulane Avenue.”25

detainees and short-sentence misdemeanants, parish jails are able to

Since its construction in 1929, what

realize a significant profit by hous-

today is known as “Old Parish

ing state prisoners.

Prison” has been surrounded by a

group participants pointed to the

bevy of satellite jails, which togeth-

fact that they were released one

35

I know from reading the law books
that the Parish is getting paid so
much money per-day, per-inmate.
So of course you’re not going to
want to let me go, because you get
paid. [Interjects] They make sure to
release you after 12:01 to get that
extra day [Original speaker] Right.
They get paid. So, “let’s push her
court date back.” You done push
my court date back so many times
that when I finally make it to court,
you let me go.36
The judges averred.

Many focus

er fill seven square city blocks. In
1974, when then-Criminal Sheriff
Charles Foti was elected, the state

FIGURE 1

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP OF NEW ORLEANS, 1895

faced a menacing overcrowding crisis.26 To ease the strain, Foti began
an expansion that would allow OPP
to temporarily absorb some of the
population in state custody. He also
landed a number of contracts to
house federal prisoners.27 Under
Foti’s watch, the jail’s capacity grew
from 800 people in 1974 to 8,500 in
early 2004.28 Before the storm, OPP
was the ninth-largest local jail
jurisdiction in the country, housing
nearly 6,500 people in 2002.29
According to the Orleans Parish
Criminal Sheriff’s office, individuals
held on attachments, traffic, or
other municipal charges make up
60% of OPP’s population.30 The
rest are people in federal and state
custody.31

This map from 1895 clearly depicts the topographical depression in which
Orleans Parish Prison, at Broad Street, sits. Source: Ari Kelman, A River and
Its City: The Nature of Landscape in New Orleans (University of California
Press 2003). Adapted from the Report on the Drainage of the City of New

Though perhaps an extreme case,

Orleans (1895), courtesy of G. Joseph Sullivan, General Superintendent,

OPP is by no means aberrant in this

Sewerage and Water Board of New Orleans. Reprinted with permission
from the author.
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children – a substantial percentage of whom had only just been arrested and not
adjudicated of any crime – would endure flooding, exposure to toxins, food deprivation, water deprivation, medical care deprivation, heat exposure, violence
and significant psychological stress.”37
Orleans Parish Prison eventually took in 6 to 10 feet of water, as “each of the
lockups,” in the words of the Times-Picayune, “became islands surrounded by toxic
water.”38 After the general evacuation began on Tuesday the 30th, it took more
than three days to ferry greater than 7,000 people, four to six at a time, to the
Interstate 10 overpass that rises above OPP to the west. Today, the water line
remains inscribed on the jail’s exterior walls, a chilling reminder of what passed
there just over one year ago.
FIGURE 2

ORLEANS PARISH PRISON, MAY 2006

Floodlines gird the exterior walls of Orleans Parish Prison.
Photograph: C. Muller

Within days, rescued prisoners and detainees were scattered about the state, some
landing in prisons over 400 miles from the city.39 Many were taken to the state’s
most infamous maximum security prison in Angola.40
■

“LONGSTANDING DEFICIENCIES”

In March of 2006, the Southern Center for Human Rights, in conjunction with
New Orleans coalition Safe Streets, Strong Communities, released a report on
the status of over one hundred of the 4,500 pre-trial detainees arrested in New
Orleans and still awaiting trial. “Most of these indigent defendants, along with
new post-Katrina arrestees,” the report found, “remain locked up with no access
to counsel.”41

H U R R I C A N E K AT R I N A

The release of SCHR’s report followed the rapid decimation of the Orleans
Indigent Defender Program – largely due to a precipitous decline in indigent
defense funding. [See Appendix 1.] In October 2005, 25 public defenders were
laid off in Orleans Parish, leaving 10 lawyers, a staff member, and an investigator.42 By February 2006, the public defender agency had been reduced to seven
attorneys, down from an original staff roster of 42; all investigators and support
staff had been laid off.43
Given the status of Post-Katrina indigent defense, many of SCHR’s conclusions,
however alarming, were unsurprising. Yet their most important finding had little
to do with the impact of Hurricane Katrina on the city’s provision of counsel to
its poor: “What SCHR discovered was not just that none of the indigent
detainees had seen a lawyer since Katrina – within the last six months – but that
the vast majority of the defendants interviewed had not seen a public defender
outside of Court in the six months prior to Hurricane Katrina.” 44 SCHR’s report
instead served to vindicate the long-held opinions of many in the indigent defense
community, which had decried the state of public defense in Louisiana for years.
David Carroll, director of research and evaluations at NLADA, perhaps best captures their position: “Katrina was not the cause of the indigent defender crisis. It
was a catalyst that accelerated the longstanding deficiencies.”45
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THE FOCUS GROUPS
Over the course of our interviews in New Orleans we learned much about those
longstanding deficiencies. We asked focus group participants questions about
their experiences with the criminal justice system, about their opinions of indigent defense, and about what, if anything, they would like to see changed. Our
questions began at participants’ initial point of contact with the criminal justice
system and concluded with their release.
Though interviewees and focus group participants touched upon a wide array of
problems with the criminal justice system in New Orleans, they focused in particular on issues of law enforcement and misdemeanor arrests, attorney-client
communication, reentry, and indigent defense culture. In what follows, we present our findings, organized in a chronological sequence that roughly follows a
defendant’s experience of the New Orleans criminal justice system from arrest to
reentry. At the conclusion, we offer recommendations and examples of how each
recommendation has been implemented by a defender agency elsewhere in the
country. Together, the recommendations form a broad menu of community
defense projects; OIDP may choose to investigate only a few.
■

LAW ENFORCEMENT AND MISDEMEANOR ARRESTS
We have a limited number of jail spaces, and we can’t fill them with people charged
with minor offenses such as disturbing the peace, trespassing or spitting on the sidewalk. I’m not exaggerating. There were people in jail for spitting on the sidewalk.
Calvin Johnson, Former Chief Judge, Orleans Parish Criminal Court46

Judges and formerly incarcerated people alike painted a somber picture of preKatrina policing in New Orleans. With universal agreement, they described
invidious police practices that amount to “zero-tolerance” policing in poor communities of color and lax enforcement in rich and white communities.47 David
Bell, Chief Judge of the Orleans Parish Juvenile Court, was unabashedly candid
about the city’s two de facto policing regimes:
If you live in a ritzy neighborhood, they have what’s called “Neighborhood Crime
Prevention Programs,” and the purpose of those policing districts is to prevent crime.
If you live in a housing development, they have community policing. The purpose of
that police district is to arrest anyone who commits any crime at all. Zero tolerance.
And so literally we have kids who are coming in here for obstruction of a public passage, for sitting on a neighbor’s porch – that’s criminal trespass if they don’t have permission. Well, if you live in a housing development and you’re sitting on the wrong
side of the stoop, you’re arrested for trespassing.48

Focus group participants familiar with the latter practice agreed:
There’s a small percentage of kids who are committing those crimes that you see on
the six o’clock news, but there are far more kids who are introduced to the juvenile
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justice system for just being kids.49
You can go to jail for anything. You walk out the door right now, you can go to jail
for something.50

Other participants attested that past criminal history has a greater influence than
race or class on police conduct. One focus group participant explained to us, “I’ve
been harassed just because I get pulled over, and my name, I mean, as soon as
they run my name, they…pull you over and make you spread-eagle against the
car.”51 Another participant confirmed that such practices live on in post-Katrina
New Orleans:
The problem is, is that they have this perception that they want to clean up the city
post-Katrina…If they would stop one of us for the same traffic violation you have,
they would give you a citation. We’re going to jail. And the reason we’re going to jail
is primarily because we’ve been to jail before.52

Historically, in New Orleans, this type of police practice has had two primary
effects. First, it has contributed to racial polarization and engendered community distrust.53 For many of our focus group participants, police misconduct topped
their list of grievances. Some felt the public defender should compile and investigate claims of police misconduct. For example, this participant, speaking of the
New Orleans Police Department (NOPD), noted,
They have some rogue policemen. When guys got arrested, they really got arrested
bad. I feel as though if a public defender would have had a unit that investigated
those kind of complaints, that would really be wonderful because like if a cop is a
rogue cop and he’s out there arresting people and a guy stood there saying, “I’m
telling you, he got me bad. This is how it went down,” if they had a unit that could
possibly investigate that allegation, that would really help …because me as a citizen,
or me as a defendant, or me as an ex-convict, I can’t really do it. I’m going to get
stopped by the police officer – you understand? – if he found out I’m trying to do
something that can get him screwed. But now if it were a lawyer doing it or somebody with legal protection, more or less, they can come out there and they won’t get
none of this action from him.54

Second, the city’s selective zero tolerance policy has resulted in scores of excessive arrests, glutting the courts and the jail.55 Available statistics bear this out.
According to the Metropolitan Crime Commission (MCC), “49% of the criminal charges made at the time of arrest are later refused (42%) or dismissed
(7%).”56 This dismal rate exacts a tremendous monetary and human toll on the
city. According to the Louisiana Code of Criminal Procedure, individuals arrested and jailed must be indicted within 60 days for a felony offense and 45 days for
a misdemeanor offense.57 On average, the New Orleans Police Department
required 23 days from the date of arrest to prepare police reports that met the
District Attorney’s standards for formal consideration. The District Attorney’s
office, in turn, took, on average, an additional 18 days to make a final billing or
charge decision.58 Together, the processing times amount to an average of 41 days
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from arrest to billing decision. These rates are actually a drastic improvement
upon previous years. Between 1999 and 2000, it took police and prosecutors 41
and 19 days, respectively, to charge detainees, for a total of 60 days from arrest
to final billing or charge decision.59 As an earlier MCC report points out, between
1999 and 2000, such bureaucratic inefficiency added more than $1.5 million to
New Orleans’s expenditure for the pretrial incarceration of defendants awaiting
disposition of their cases.60
More important, however, is the daily impact even short bouts of incarceration
have on detainees’ lives. One focus group participant described a typical jail experience:
If they bring you to jail, they bring you to jail bad. Now you have car notes, you have
mortgages, rent. Now you’re sitting in jail on something you shouldn’t even be in
there on, no bond [to] get out. You sitting in two months, well, you done lost your
apartment, you know. You sit in jail three, four, five months, well, they’re repossessing your vehicle. You see what I’m – I mean, and then you have to spend money to
get out of jail, and they stick you with a public defender that don’t come see you, and
don’t come tell you nothing that’s going on. You in with guards who won’t tell you,
who won’t look into the computers for you and let you know nothing that’s going on.
You call the jail system, and the lines is always busy. You can’t never get through. You
call the clerk of the court, they telling you stuff, but the stuff that they have in their
computers is not the same stuff that they have in the computers at the jailhouse, you
know what I mean?61

Defenders have an opportunity to obviate long periods of pre-arraignment incarceration at their client’s first appearance by arguing for bond reduction.
According to the Bureau of Justice Assistance, however, “in the vast majority of
cases, the bail amount requested by the prosecutor is granted.”62 High bonds
were a source of great frustration among focus group participants. In the words
of one, “our system has become a debtor’s jail really, because people are in jail
primarily because they can’t make bond. That’s the other thing that the PD’s
office can help with: trying to mitigate bonds.”63
Many of our focus group participants identified drugs to be a major reason for
arrest in New Orleans, and available statistics support this claim.64 According to
the MCC, “[s]ixty-five percent (65%) of New Orleans arrests are for drug offenses, compared to the national rate of 31%.”65 The Commission’s analysis of cases
passing through the Criminal District Court between October 2003 and
September 2004 found that 60% of all convictions were for misdemeanor offenses, 47% percent of which were for misdemeanor drug possession or drug paraphernalia.66 Fully two-thirds of all convictions were for simple drug possession,
and more than two-thirds of felony convictions were for drug offenses.67
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■

ARRAIGNMENT AND PRE-ARRAIGNMENT
INCARCERATION
If you go 60 days without a lawyer you’ve missed a critical point in your representation.
Calvin Johnson, Former Chief Judge, Orleans Parish Criminal Court75

Focus group participants felt particularly abandoned by defense attorneys during
periods of pre-arraignment incarceration. In New Orleans, public defenders
rarely consult with clients in the period between their first and second court
appearances.76 Instead, a defendant is assigned one courtroom-bound attorney at
his or her bail hearing and another at arraignment. Participants voiced frustration with this arrangement:
They don’t visit the guys. They don’t. In other words, if you see an indigent defender lawyer when you’re down in the courtroom, that’s it. The next you see him again
when you go back to court, then when you’re ready for trial.77
You never really know who your public defender is until once you get into court, and
you’re sitting there with your handcuffs wondering, like, “okay, which one is for me?”78
You can go in there to the court where the judge is sitting and they have all these people that’s up. And minutes before they see the judge, “oh, how do you plead, da, da,
da. This is what’s going to happen,” and it’s over. I mean, that’s a person’s first time
and only time probably seeing that attorney.79

One participant described her own post-Katrina experience:
The public defender I had was no longer my defender anymore. All the sudden, this
guy comes up to me on the 18th: “I’m your public defender. This is the deal I’m
going to make with you. Take this here.” And I was just so frustrated for being in jail
for 14 months and not being able to talk to anyone.80

Jelpi Picou, Director of the Louisiana Capital Appeals Project, maintained that
such lack of communication and discontinuity of service typifies indigent defense
in New Orleans. He succinctly summarized the usual routine:
You get arrested. You get your initial bail hearing. A public defender is appointed for
the purposes of that hearing only. And I mean those are en masse hearings so you may
have 60, 70 guys in there. There’s a public defender who is there who doesn’t say anything, who hasn’t interviewed the client, and the only person he talks to is the DA…
Then bail is set. If you cannot afford bail, which most of the people cannot, and we
have high bail here, you sit in jail until the state formally charges you. They have…45
days for a misdemeanor and 60 days for a felony. You sit in jail unrepresented. If you
were charged – now almost half the cases there’s no charges so you are eventually
released, you’ve done what we call DA time, right? You’re never charged, but you’ve
lost your job, your wife may have left you by then, your kids are pissed off at you, all
those other things that could happen, you know your bank, your car has been repossessed, those types of things. Those people who get charged, then get assigned to a
court section. The court section then will refer it to the IDB.81
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Our visit to a municipal court section – temporarily housed in the lineup room of
the House of Detention – corroborated these accounts.91 As we stood in the back
of the room, 15 shackled men were marched in and seated on the linoleum floor.
The public defender assigned to the court part addressed the entire group of
defendants at once, explaining in less than two minutes how to fill out a plea form
and, alternatively, how to enter a plea of not guilty. Charges ranged from public
intoxication and public urination to criminal trespass. The OIDP attorney spent
much of the remaining time conversing with the prosecution and had to be
repeatedly admonished by the judge to pay attention to the proceedings. The
judge’s assertions that “this is a criminal court [where] we do not take pleas of
guilty just to get cases over with,” were belied by everything we saw before us –
an observation that was not lost on defendants. In our focus groups, perceptions
of collusion between defenders, prosecutors and judges abounded:
Partners of the state, more or less, is what I think of when I think of an indigent
defender. Overworked, underpaid, and I think in my heart of hearts that they always
advocate for a plea bargain.92
My public defender was up here at the bench with the judge. Now if you’re representing me, you should be talking to me.93
I personally think the public defender worked with the state. I do believe in my heart
– I think they work with the state. They got to say something that will influence you
that they be on your side, because I think it’s hand to hand, you know. If I’m a DA,
you’re a public defender, and I tell you, “Well, look here John, I know you’re trying
to make a name, but I got to have a name too.”94
He just trying to get the DA a conviction.95
This is what I feel and I may be wrong: I feel like him and the DA got something in
cahoots or something.96

Participants’ frequent references to what they know “in their heart,” indicate that
they recognize the formally adversarial role defenders play. Yet, regardless of
whether their suspicions are accurate, their perception of courtroom collusion
erodes their confidence in the entire justice system.97
■

REENTRY
I did twenty-five years, you know. I ran into a guy in the same situation. He didn’t do
twenty-five years, but he had been released. No matter how much time you do,
they’re going to release you with ten dollars for a twelve-dollar bus ticket. In twentyfive years, I was fortunate enough that I had people, you know?
Focus Group Participant, Voice of the Ex-Offender

Since 1995, Louisiana’s prison population has grown by 46%. Admissions to
prison have grown by 27% over that same period, with the number of releases
trailing closely behind.98
Admissions and releases in Louisiana mirror a trend that, on a national level, is
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now widely accepted: “the more people we put in prison, the more will eventually come out.”99 Although most of them were surprised to hear that some defender offices around the country address reentry issues, participants largely invited
the prospect of defender assistance in these areas.
Numerous researchers and national advocacy groups have shown that the fact of
having a criminal record significantly impedes a formerly incarcerated person’s
chance of successful reentry.100 Criminal records, as we have seen, can increase
the incidence of police stops, and, in turn, repeat incarceration.101 Though some
studies suggest that employment may play a role in reducing recidivism, criminal
records frequently prevent formerly incarcerated people from getting jobs.102
Furthermore, in New Orleans, the presence of certain categories of crime on an
individual’s record can preclude him or her from a number of treatment programs, trades, and, crucially, FEMA services.103
Louisiana, like many states, prohibits people with felony convictions from working certain licensed jobs. Under Louisiana law, licensing boards are required to
show that the “conviction directly relates to the position of employment
sought.”104 In practice, however, the link between the conviction and the proscribed trade can be tenuous. As one participant pointed out, “in Louisiana, you
cannot become a barber if you’ve been convicted of a felony. Now what does cutting a person’s hair have to do with a criminal conviction?”105
People with certain categories of criminal convictions are also eligible for pardon
or expungement of various kinds: first offender pardon, executive pardon, judicial sealing or expungement of adult felony convictions, or administrative restoration.106 Yet people with criminal convictions rarely seek restoration. “I think none
of the kids go back and get their records expunged,” Ilona Picou, Disaster Relief
Coordinator, Orleans Parish Juvenile Court, told us. “They don’t think about it.
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I think kids don’t because they don’t have good, quality counsel to really explain
this to them. And it’s complicated, you know, what information is confidential;
what’s not.”107
Focus group participants were further chastened by complications with identification. As one participant explained, “you get kind of intimidated with your
prison ID because if I go somewhere now, the only piece of identification I’ve got
is this.” Equipped only with an ID that – on its face – negatively brands them,
former prisoners are often either discriminated against or discouraged from seeking employment and other benefits for fear of such discrimination.108
■

THE OFFICE AND ITS CULTURE
I think the greatest need, more than anything else from the public defender’s office,
is, one, losing the mentality that my client is guilty. You know, you’ve got to lose that
mentality.
Focus Group Participant, Voice of the Ex-Offender

Focus group participants had much to say about OIDP’s lack of a formal office
and the sort of culture such a lack encouraged.109 There are several physical factors that impede contact between OIDP defenders, their clients, and their clients’
families, many of which could be overcome by commonsensical office-level
reforms. Focus group participants placed strong emphasis on two: having a functioning telephone line with a regular receptionist, and establishing an office in a
centrally-located building physically separate from both the District Attorney’s
office and the court. The lack of these two basic services diminished the trust of
clients and their families, leaving them feeling that public defenders were ultimately unaccountable to them.
My family try to reach out and touch the lawyer – “look, so and so’s my lawyer,” you
know. [But they] never return your calls, so it’s really – I think the biggest thing is trying to make sure that the office is user-friendly.110

When we asked participants what would increase their trust in their appointed
counsel, we received a variety of answers. Some stressed the importance of
staffing the office with members of client communities:
If people work in the offices that come in contact with the “us’s” that are utilizing the
system, they become more empathetic to what’s going on and they understand. But
if we’re looked at as just chattel that’s come into a system, whereas, you know, at the
end of the day, I won’t see these people no more. But if at the end of the day, well I
got to tell his mom he came to court today because his mom is my neighbor, that’s
accountability.111
I believe if the community gets involved with these public defenders, the public
defenders can say, okay, they might not be family, but they’re my neighbors.112
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Others emphasized criminal defense experience over community familiarity.
[Having staff from my neighborhood] would always be a plus because they would
relate better to you. But, in the same sense, you know, I would like someone that really knows the criminal system and has a background in criminal justice to provide the
services for me.113

For focus group participants, ensuring that the office is physically separate from
the District Attorneys office and the court had practical as well as symbolic significance. One participant, for example, spoke of infelicitous run-ins with
Assistant District Attorneys at OIDP’s former courthouse office:
At OPP, when I was in there, they got the DA office and the public defender office
all on one floor like. So we could be just lying down one day, we just come from court,
and the DA could just walk in your attorney’s office and just talk to you. And you
thinking it’s good.114

Supporting the case for clear physical separation, one participant argued that a
trustworthy public defender would be “someone who is not intimidated by the
police and the judges that’s in there because they’re not friends with the DA.
We’re not friends in this courtroom.”115
Another set of participants took stances on what they called “cultural sensitivity”
or “cultural competence.” When asked, one participant – a supporter of the concept – explained that “cultural competence” means
That the attorney doesn’t bring his values to the situation. If he’s dealing with a kid
who comes from a female-headed household, it doesn’t mean that everything’s wrong
in that household because the attorney grew up in a household that was like “Father
Knows Best.”…If a kid lives in a housing development, it doesn’t necessarily mean
that all people are automatically guilty if they live in a housing development.116

Others denigrated the “cultural sensitivity” concept, calling it a distraction from
more fundamental mores of human decency and respect:
They always talk about this culturally sensitive shit and it pisses me off to no end
because if you are a human being, you treat every human being like you would want
to be treated…All humans deserve certain basic rights.117

Participants also held competing opinions on the importance of the physical
character of the office. Opinions divided roughly along lines of gender.118 A
mother from Friends and Families of Louisiana’s Incarcerated Children said the
office should be
bright and light…And I think that there needs to be the rooms in the facility that will
allow the evaluations and what-not to take place there so that they could be done
immediately and not have to wait to schedule in to go somewhere else.119
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Another participant in a group of men, however, told us that the office environment was unimportant:
I don’t think that really matters much to the client if he’s been arrested. He wouldn’t – [he] probably wouldn’t care if he was in a shack somewhere if he had an attorney that has good experience.120

With near unanimity, however, participants stressed the importance of physically
concentrating services so as to improve efficiency and reduce transportation costs.
If somebody got the best mouse trap, I ain’t going to try to build another one. So, if
for social services you can tell me to go down to the corner and turn left, ring the bell,
they got you: I’m going down the street, around the corner, and ring the bell. We
don’t need to overburden the office because the office is there primarily to represent
people that has a problem criminal in nature to start off with. That’s how you activate the system initially. But to be user-friendly to the extent that you point me in the
direction that I need to go, that’s helpful. If that place happens to be in the same
building, that’s wonderful, you know, because then I won’t have to run all over the
place, you know.121
[The office should be] right there outside the courthouse, you know. Everything is
there, and people can come and go from court back and forth to their office.
Convenience. You know, a lot of people don’t have transportation.122

Advocates raised another set of issues: namely, defenders’ tendency to eschew
collaboration and denigrate the expertise of non-lawyers.123 Indeed, if resistance
to community defense shares any affinity with resistance to its nominal counterpart in policing, it is an aversion to “social work” of any kind.124 Many of the
advocates with whom we spoke found this resistance to be a more salient problem than even the serious structural impediments discussed above. For example,
Judson Mitchell, pro bono coordinator at the Loyola Law Clinic, noted, “you’re
going to hear a lot of lawyers say, ‘I’m not a social worker.’”125 Jelpi Picou voiced
his sharp distaste for this position:
You know I hear a complaint all the time with defenders, particularly ones in juvenile court, when I go over to Orleans and it pisses me off, it’s like, “We’re not social
workers.” And my answer to that is, you know what? You fucking are, and if you
don’t like it, you go somewhere else. And that’s my answer, I don’t sugar coat it, I
don’t tell them well, you know it’s part of the job, and it’s indigent defense with kids,
and it’s more broad, none of this sugar coat. I know professors have great answers
for it, but they are fucking social workers. And they’re lecturers, and they’re mentors,
and they’re fathers, and they’re mother figures, and they are heroes, and they are
good attorneys.126
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RECOMMENDATIONS
At times the interests, structural and fiscal deficiencies, and cultural issues undermining the provision of adequate counsel in New Orleans seem so convolved that
they appear impossible to unravel. Our interviews and focus groups helped us isolate and bring to the fore the issues that groups of former clients and their families found most pressing: law enforcement and misdemeanor arrests, attorneyclient communication, reentry, and indigent defense culture. That many of their
frustrations overlapped with those of judges and advocates only strengthens the
case for concentrating on this set of concerns. In what follows, we make recommendations based on the issues most commonly taken up in our focus groups and
interviews.
No defender office, no matter how well-resourced, could begin implementing all
of these recommendations right away. Nor would we recommend that it try.
While the speedy adoption of the first recommendation is necessary for community defense to take hold, the following five can be gradually implemented as
BOPD sees fit. Moreover, as the first recommendation comprises mainly officelevel procedural reforms, it will not require additional funds to implement.
The recommendations are also deliberately broad. Orleans Parish, like jurisdictions around the country, will need to develop its own variety of community
defense to suit local dynamics and circumstances. Under each recommendation,
we highlight apposite work being undertaken by current community defenders.
We intend the listed projects simply to give OIDP and BOPD a sense of what,
within the realm of identified needs, is possible. At Appendix 3, we list the
contact information for each office identified. Supplemental materials are available at http://www.brennancenter.org/subpage.asp?key=42&init_key=35696.
Should OIDP or BOPD take interest in any of the projects below, we encourage
them to contact the listed network members.

Reinvent defender culture.
䊒 Draft a mission statement.

■

REINVENT DEFENDER CULTURE.

The community defense mandate to transform office culture may be the tallest
order a defender office is given. Yet New Orleans has a distinct advantage over
other defender agencies in this regard. Indeed, at the June 2006 meeting of the
Brennan Center’s COD Network, many defenders were envious of New
Orleans’s opportunity to build its office anew. Natalie Finegar, of Maryland’s
Office of the Public Defender, went so far as to call New Orleans’s clean slate a
“luxury.” Robin Steinberg of The Bronx Defenders agreed: “give me the choice
between starting from scratch or having to move something like the system we’ve
had for 50 years in a different direction; I’ll take ground-level always.” The Board
of the Orleans Public Defender has a rare opportunity to build a physical space
that encourages attorneys to abide by new principles and incorporate some of the
community defense models successfully developed in other jurisdictions.

䊒 Establish a physically separate

office, the design of which
reflects the agency’s mission.
䊒 Form interdisciplinary hiring

committees.
䊒 Hire, or secure volunteer,

investigators and social workers to collaborate with legal
staff.
䊒 Tie performance evaluations

to cross-staff collaboration
and community outreach.
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To the extent possible, defendants in New Orleans should be represented by a single lawyer or team of lawyers, investigators, social workers, and translators.
Client-centered representation requires lawyers to be accountable to clients
rather than judges, and client teams enable an office to tackle a client’s various
needs in a collaborative setting.
Former clients and former defenders both emphasized the need for investigators.
Investigators are especially crucial, Derwyn Bunton told us, because “it’s very
hard to impeach a witness as a lawyer, if they choose to act up, [because] I’m the
only one who heard what they said.”127 Because of the nature of their work,
investigators are often the staff members most familiar with client communities.
Social workers are just as necessary. As Robin Steinberg and David Feige of The
Bronx Defenders explain, “[i]n a client-centered office, courtroom goals are
accomplished by allowing social workers to help convince judges and prosecutors
to offer appropriate case dispositions, while also helping clients address the problems that brought them into the criminal justice system – whether case related or
not.”128
Though a tight budget may prevent OIDP from immediately hiring social workers, many defenders have arranged mutually beneficial agreements with local
universities to secure qualified volunteers. For years, Society of Counsel
Representing Accused Persons (SCRAP) in Seattle has accepted not only social
work volunteers from the University of Washington, but legal interns from Seattle
University, and paralegals from local community colleges. According to CoDirector Jana Heyd, social work students often do their practicum work at
SCRAP, visiting and conducting interviews with clients, and connecting them
with social services.129 “It’s a great investment,” she claims, “because many of our
volunteers end up at local social service providers, public defender agencies, or
law firms looking for pro bono work.”130 In another arrangement, the Office of
the Appellate Defender (OAD) in New York City employs a licensed MSW to
supervise social work interns.131 Jelpi Picou described a similar volunteer program
established by the Louisiana Indigent Defense Assistance Board (LIDAB):
When I was at the LIDAB, I used to place four or five [social workers] just from making a call over to LSU and saying,“you know, you gotta have some students in there
who live in New Orleans, gee whiz, let them do a practicum here.” They’ve got to do
one. It’s required. How cool. How hard would it be to set up a program with the clinics and the MSW schools and even the undergraduates to say, “look at what we have
to offer you?”132

At the June 2006 COD Meeting, Robin Steinberg offered some pointed advice
about how to combat defenders’ tendency to denigrate social work or other “soft
services” and eschew cross-staff collaboration.133 She used the example of The
Bronx Defenders’s office procedures and physical layout.
First, Steinberg urged, the office must begin with a mission. Once the mission has
been established,
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every single person you hire and every single position you create for staffing should
reflect and feed back to the original mission. And if it doesn’t, or that person doesn’t, it’s the wrong hire or the wrong role…And that means file clerks; it means the
person who cleans your offices; it means every single person, because you do not
want to get a dynamic of having the receptionist treating your clients in a way that
is inconsistent with the vision and mission of the office.

Next, Steinberg recommended that the office develop interdisciplinary hiring
committees composed of various types of staff: social workers, investigators,
receptionists, etc. This way, she claimed, the hiring committee will be able to
assess a candidate’s willingness to interact with staff at all levels:
if [during the interview] they’re ignoring your social worker in the room, or they’re
ignoring your investigator in the room, get rid of them. They’re probably going to do
that when they’re practicing as well. Don’t tell them that when they come in – that’s
a secret for us. But I think it really helps in the hiring process with new lawyers.

To ensure that defenders hew to all aspects of the office mission, Steinberg further recommended tying performance evaluations to a defender’s community
outreach and collaboration with non-legal staff, in addition to their trial performance:
It’s abundantly clear to people that in my office, if they’re not working with the social
worker in an appropriate way, they’re in deep trouble in their evaluations. And that’s
not going to fly. So if the evaluations are tied to the vision of the mission, and that
can mean how much community outreach people do, and it’s part of the evaluation
for criminal defense lawyers, you’d be amazed at how many of them start to volunteer to do stuff they would never do. And it sounds awful, but sometimes that’s the
only way to do it. If you tie your evaluations to the vision of the mission, and you tie
those evaluations to promotions…it actually begins to make sense and nobody feels
slighted because it was really clear at the initial interview; it was really clear while you
were practicing; it was really clear in the evaluation. So if you’re not a believer in
community defense, your evaluation is going to show it, even if you are a fantastic
trial lawyer.

Finally, Steinberg pointed to The Bronx Defenders’ practice of conducting trainings that draw broadly upon staff expertise. Civil lawyers and social workers, for
instance, give regular trainings to all staff. “Social workers,” she added, “are the
best people to train lawyers how to interview clients.”
In a later interview, Steinberg spoke of the importance of designing internal
office architecture to mimic the agency’s structural vision. For an office that aims
to reduce needless hierarchy and engender cross-staff collaboration, this means
creating a “non-hierarchical layout.”
At The Bronx Defenders, social workers, investigators, legal and non-legal staff
work in clusters; computer and desk quality does not improve with position.
“Placing lawyers, social workers, and investigators in equal spaces, assigned not
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by role but by work group,” Steinberg and Feige claim, “supports a culture that
strongly values social and investigative work.”134 The Bronx Defenders’s office
privileges face-to-face meetings over communication via memoranda. It maintains an open-door policy allowing potential clients not only to call and be
received by a lawyer, but also to drop in for consultation. Receptionists specialize
in remembering the names and faces of each client. The reception area is comfortable, with phones for client use and toys for clients’ children.
Reach out to

■

REACH OUT TO CLIENT COMMUNITIES.

client communities.
䊒 Contact community groups

and seek collaboration.
䊒 Form a community advisory

committee.
䊒 Perform legal services in client

communities.

Of course changing defender culture cannot fully be achieved within the confines
of an office. The practice of waiting for community involvement rather than
seeking it out rests upon a consumer model of service provision and betrays the
fact that, as one participant told us, “I don’t think anybody thinks about a public
defender until they’re arrested.”135 Indeed, as Kim Taylor-Thompson, New York
University Law Professor and former director of the Public Defender Service
(PDS) in Washington, D.C., notes, in most places, “[c]ommunities themselves
may not welcome defenders as partners in any effort to address broader political
issues. Only in rare instances will a community even consider its local public
defender as a resource when tackling problems of community justice.”136
Thompson’s contention exactly predicts the response we elicited when we asked
focus group participants to tell us what came to mind when they heard the term
“public defender.” Defenders were invariably associated with poor defense. Not a
single participant said that they would voluntarily go to a public defender for
services.
Clearly, it will take time for OIDP to gain the trust of its clients and their communities. This will require outreach; it will require, as one participant put it,
“going to these neighborhoods that you wouldn’t normally visit on a bright day
with a flashlight.”137 Accordingly, we take the dichotomy some establish between
robust criminal defense experience and community familiarity to be a false one.
“Trial skills and aggressive courtroom advocacy,” argue Steinberg and Feige,
remain a mainstay of a client-centered defender organization. The goal is not to
diminish zealous legal practice, but to augment it. Because much of the client-centered work occurs outside the hallways and stairwells of the courthouse and inside
the communities and families of the client, it does not interfere with courtroom advocacy. So, by bringing to bear all the weapons in the arsenal of criminal defense work
and blending them with the humanizing and compassionate elements of the clientcentered approach, powerful advocates find themselves even better equipped to
simultaneously engender compassion from judges and acquittals from juries.138

Defenders in the COD Network have undertaken a variety of efforts to bolster
their community ties and use those ties to improve case outcomes. Public
Defenders at the Clark County Office of the Public Defender in Las Vegas,
for example, have traveled to the Buena Vista Springs Community Center to
help local residents seal records and resolve bench warrants.139 Soon after
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it implemented its community outreach project, the Clark County Office
reported,
The response to this program was overwhelming. To date, we have helped or are helping
over 300 individuals who have outstanding bench warrants. We have been able to get over
$80,000 in Bench Warrant Fees excused, and saved these folks over $30,000 in reduced
fines…We have been able to persuade the Clark County Clerks Office to waive filing fees
for Petitions to Seal Records ($133.00 per filing). We have also convinced the District
Courts to accept motions to dismiss and seal in cases where the Nevada Department of
Parole and Probation claims to not have the resources or time to take care of Dismissals
and Sealings where they are warranted in specific cases where the defendant is honorably
discharged from probation.140

The Clark County project was spurred by clients’ complaints that their criminal
records kept them from well-paying jobs and their unresolved warrants prevented them from obtaining driver’s licenses. Though, as Clark County defenders
claim in a project email, the office already had a tradition of helping clients,
“[w]hat is different now is that we are not just helping them in the courtroom.”141
The Charlottesville-Albemarle Office of the Public Defender in Virginia has the
unique distinction of being an office born directly of community concern. In
1992, Charlottesville Daily Progress reporter Bob Gibson published a series of articles about racial disparities in sentencing in Charlottesville.142 One of the articles
focused on Charlottesville’s lack of a public defender. Galvanized by the coverage, a group of concerned community members, including Drewary Brown and
Grace Tinsley, lobbied local leaders and then-Governor George Allen for an
office.143 After four years of legislative efforts, their demands were met in 1998
when newly-elected Governor James Gilmore signed a law calling for establishment of the Charlottesville office.144
When Lynchburg, Virginia, public defender James Hingeley was hired to head
the office, he sought a way to institutionalize the community impulse that had
brought it into being. He created a Citzens Advisory Committee (CAC) composed of Tinsley and community members appointed by the Charlottesville City
Council, the Albemarle County government, the Thomas Jefferson Area
Community Criminal Justice Board, local legislative delegates, the local NAACP,
and the public defender itself. CAC bylaws prohibit lawyers from participating
because, as Tinsley explains, non-lawyer community members “are the people
that are heard the least, and affected the most.”145 In its short history, the CAC
has lobbied the legislature for increased resources and defender capacity; spearheaded efforts to recruit lawyers of color; and convened a forum on racial profiling, fees paid to court-appointed attorneys, and the restoration of civil rights to
formerly incarcerated people. It has also led a successful effort to liberalize
Virginia’s process of restoring voting rights to people with criminal convictions.146
Outreach efforts by the Rhode Island Office of the Public Defender (RIOPD) led
to similar results. When John Hardiman became the state’s public defender, he
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developed a list of agencies and organizations serving Rhode Island communities
of color and wrote each a letter “describing the racial injustice he saw in the criminal justice process, explaining his office’s role in the process, and extending an
invitation to community leaders to come discuss their concerns with him and his
staff.”147 The partnerships that emerged from his ensuing discussions with community leaders encouraged Hardiman to establish an in-house “Community
Partnership Council,” consisting of attorneys, social workers, intake personnel,
and support staff. The Council meets monthly to plan community outreach and
education events, build public relations, and discuss developments in the provision of client-centered services. In 2004, RIOPD was awarded a grant to hire a
full-time community liaison.
Investigate police misconduct
and help clients avoid negative

■

INVESTIGATE POLICE MISCONDUCT AND
HELP CLIENTS AVOID NEGATIVE POLICE INTERACTION.

police interaction.
䊒 Establish an internal police

misconduct database.
䊒 Conduct legal and

“Know Your Rights” trainings.

Because defenders are often the first impartial observers of clients after arrest,
they are uniquely positioned to collect testimony about, and observe the effects
of, police misconduct. It was for this reason that Joseph Lopez, a public defender
previously at the Bridgeport public defender in Connecticut, proposed to build a
“copwatch” database “to document cases of suspected excess force by police and
to compile data regarding the circumstances of a defendant’s arrest and
injury.”148 Such data, Lopez claims, would “afford the public defender the ability
to track excess force incidents, analyze the data and illustrate trends that may be
associated with particular police officers and/or departments.”149 As the database
grew, he claimed, it would aid defenders in their cases:
the copwatch database will provide the public defender a tool to document questionable arrests due to search and seizure issues. The database will allow the public
defender to collect and document a police officer’s suspicious conduct, actions,
incriminating behavior, boilerplate language, and/or “scenarios” in police reports,
etc. Having the means to summarize such information on officers will provide a valuable tool to assist the public defender in preparing for a suppression hearings, justifying an in-camera review of a particular police officer’s personnel records and/or
providing impeachment material during a trial.150

Lopez was promoted to an office dealing with part A – the most serious – cases
before the project could be launched in Bridgeport, but his proposal and basic
project infrastructure still exist.151 When we spoke to him for this report, he told
us that he planned to broach his idea with the new chief public defender so that
the project could be developed in a part B office where attorneys have broader
and more immediate access to a large client base.
Bridgeport defenders also regularly visit housing projects to conduct “Know Your
Rights” trainings with residents. An article in the Fairfield County Weekly described
a training at the P.T. Barnum public housing project in Bridgeport: to many, “the
lessons on protective orders, search and seizure and police brutality were a much
needed primer on basic civil rights, rights that are violated on a regular basis by
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agents ranging from the local gendarmes to the federal government.”152
Bridgeport is not alone in its outreach: a number of defender agencies have
undertaken community-based efforts to prevent inimical community-police interaction. Community outreach workers at the Neighborhood Defender Services of
Harlem (NDS) in New York, for example, have long conducted trainings about
police conduct and community relations. A National Institute of Justice report
profiling the office describes NDS’s efforts:
Eddie Ellis, an ex-convict and former minister of information for the Black Panther
Party in New York, has led a popular workshop called “Know Your Rights,” where
he has answered questions about search-and-seizure rules, warrantless arrests, probable cause, and other issues of police conduct.153

Attorneys, investigators, and social workers at NDS are required to participate in
outreach programs:
At the Neighborhood Defender Service of Harlem (NDS) every attorney, investigator, and social worker participates in community educational programs designed to
help young people avoid arrest or injury during encounters with the police. A 10-session course, “Coping with Cops,” trains African-American teens to make it through
a police encounter safely. Educational work is included in the office’s mission statement and given equal weight with legal representation in individual cases.154
■

MAKE CONTACTS WITH SOCIAL SERVICE PROVIDERS
AND, WHERE APPROPRIATE, DIVERT CLIENTS
AT FIRST APPEARANCE.

Make contacts with
social service providers and,
where appropriate, divert
clients at first appearance.

Given the round enthusiasm for diversion exhibited by judges, former clients, and
their families, OIDP’s success will largely turn upon its ability to keep eligible
clients from unnecessarily going to prison. Diversion makes particular sense in
New Orleans, where large numbers of defendants are arrested for minor infractions, detained for long periods of time, and let go without formal charge. As the
work of a few community defenders has shown, diversion of clients facing certain
types of charges cuts down on jail costs, prevents the emergence of civil and
employment problems attending even short terms of incarceration, and forstalls
repeat arrests on the basis of previous criminal justice involvement, all without
compromising public safety.

䊒 Conduct a survey of local

social service providers.
䊒 Where appropriate, divert

clients at first appearance
and tabulate the short- and
long-term court- and jailrelated savings.
䊒 Play a greater role in the

design of specialty courts.
䊒 Where appropriate,

Diversion programs, by definition, require robust and reliable service providers to
which clients can be referred. Drug treatment and mental health services in New
Orleans are scarce, and defenders looking for viable alternatives for their clients
will be forced to face this ineluctable reality. Speaking of mental health services,
one focus group participant explained, “you had to be homicidal, suicidal, or
gravely disabled in order to get not only admitted to one of the hospitals, but even
to be treated in one of the community mental health centers…The focus, regrettably, has not been a lot of preventative kinds of services available.”155

encourage the use of
diversion at arrest over
post-plea specialty courts.
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There are a number of new initiatives springing up in the wake of Katrina that
show promise. One such program was started by Ucy Long of Odyssey House, a
residential substance abuse treatment program.156 Long’s program, Louisiana
Community Prisoner Restoration (CPR), helps formerly incarcerated people who
have not been convicted of a violent or sex-related offense to find work, housing,
and transportation.157 Defenders should conduct a broad survey of available services and establish contacts at each. For, as defenders in the COD Network have
learned, a client’s chances of diversion often depend upon an attorney’s ability to
tell a judge that there is space for his or her client at a trusted local service
provider. The Maricopa County Public Defender’s Office (MCPD) in Phoenix,
Arizona conducted just such a survey in its own office. According to MCPD’s
Special Assistant Public Defender, Jeremy Mussman, the survey accomplished the
following three objectives:
First, it encouraged MCPD staff involved in community activities to think about how
their private interests and activities related to the agency’s mission, and vice versa.
Second, it revealed that the agency is in close proximity to a range of potential contacts in the community that MCPD may enlist in the future to better serve clients.
Finally, the very act of distributing the survey sent a message to staff that the agency
acknowledges and even values their lives outside the office.158

Diversion comes in many forms and at many stages in the criminal process.
Defenders themselves can intervene at first appearance; they can support police
initiatives to divert clients at arrest; or they can arrange for diversion through
mediation before a client goes before a judge.
As researchers like Michael Jacobson and Joan Petersilia and groups like the
Council of State Governments have shown, states can stem costly and unnecessary prison growth with minor parole and probation reforms.159 The Rhode
Island Office of the Public Defender (RIOPD) has heeded this lesson in its own
advocacy. In September 2003, RIOPD launched a diversion program for parole
and probation violators and clients unable to make bail. RIOPD Public Defender,
John Hardiman, describes their project, dubbed the Defender Community
Advocacy Program (DCAP):
we have lawyers at arraignment and social workers at intake evaluating clients, trying to evaluate people who are going to go to jail at arraignment, either because they
can’t make bail or because they’ve violated their probation. What we try to do is use
our contacts with social workers and treatment providers to get them into treatment
or counseling. We try to convince the judge that we would dispose of the case either
with something less than jail (diversion into some sort of program) or reduce the time
they spend in jail, on the condition that they attend a treatment program immediately after.160

Key to the program’s success has been RIOPD’s careful records of successful
diversions. The office used fastidiously-kept internal data to tabulate state savings
associated with its advocacy. In a 2006 letter to William J. Murphy, Speaker of the
Rhode Island House, Hardiman reported:
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The Public Defender DCAP program undoubtedly has saved the State as well as
cities and towns thousands, if not several million, dollars in that less people are going
to jail and those who do go to jail are going for much less a period of time. The pretrial and trial calendars in Providence County District Court from our own personal
caseloads have been reduced some 25%. The district court violation calendar has
been cut to more than half of the workload it was previously. Where it was usual for
the Office of the Public Defender to have more than 100 clients a month, we now
average 35-50 a month on the District Court violation calendar. Our intervention at
arraignment has resulted in 654 probation/bail violations being withdrawn or not
filed. Of that number, 410 of those clients were potential Superior Court violators.
This has resulted in less court congestion and saved cities and towns from having to
send police officers and other witnesses to court to testify.161

Because of its significant and measurable success, the DCAP Program, which was
initially funded by a federal grant, now receives an annual state appropriation.
According to Hardiman, the additional money allowed RIOPD to hire two social
workers, another lawyer, and a data processor.
A major theme of the June 2006 COD meeting was the relationship between
community defense and problem-solving courts. Defenders were leery of the regularity with which the problem-solving court has come to be treated as a panacea
for any criminal justice ill. Competition between defender agencies and problemsolving courts is not imagined: as Robin Steinberg of The Bronx Defenders
pointed out, “we’ve seen in the Bronx some of the judges tending towards, ‘I’m
not listening to your social workers, in your community, your office. I have the
court social worker.’ And that tension is growing.” Whether problem-solving
courts and defender agencies can play complementary roles in improving the lives
of clients remains to be seen.
One solution to this incipient problem is for defenders to play a greater role in
designing problem-solving courts. Cait Clarke and Christopher Stone describe
the case of Los Angeles County Chief Public Defender Michael Judge, who “took
a leading role in the development of the first local drug court, despite his misgivings about some aspects of these courts in other states.”162 Because of Judge’s
involvement, the pilot program was made available to defendants prior to adjudication, and the planning group reached consensus that urinalysis would be used
solely for treatment purposes.
Steve Binder, a public defender in San Diego, took this example one step further
by spearheading his own problem-solving court: the San Diego Homeless Court
Program (HCP). The HCP takes referrals from local shelters and service agencies. It seeks homeless defendants looking to resolve outstanding warrants and
misdemeanor offenses. As Binder explains,
[t]he court order for sentencing substitutes participation in agency programs for fines
and custody. The majority of cases that come before the HCP are dismissed while
the court sentence is “credit for time served” in homeless service agency program
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activities…The court acknowledges each participant’s accomplishments. It is with
this understanding that the HCP states, “No one is going into custody.”163

Between 1989 and 1992, the HCP resolved almost 4,900 cases involving nearly
950 people. Binder’s Homeless Court Program has been replicated in 14 communities in California and 13 jurisdictions around the country, including in
Phoenix, Arizona, where the Maricopa County Public Defender’s Office played
a central role in the design phase. Before Katrina hit, New Orleans lawyer
Meghan Garvey was in communication with Binder about developing a
Homeless Court in New Orleans.
Other defenders have used their sway to turn problem-solving court proposals
into diversion-at-arrest programs. At the June 2006 COD Meeting, James
Hingeley shared with the group a letter from Charlottesville Sentencing Advocate
Albert LaFave to the Citizens Advisory Committee. The letter described the
genesis of Charlottesville’s mental health project:
Some of our project participants believed the mental health court was a good model
which (with varying specifics) has demonstrated success elsewhere in the country and
worldwide. Some collaborators, specifically the mental health professionals, were
strongly opposed to this model. They believed that this model “stigmatized” individuals suffering from mental illness, labeled them as criminals, and significantly compromised personal confidentiality by revealing mental health information in a public
courtroom. The reality is that most mental health courts tend to prioritize voluntary
compliance with medical management. Some mental heath professionals feel that
this model makes medication compliance mandatory.164

Following a thorough consideration of whether to support the development of a
mental health court in Charlottesville, the Committee instead settled upon a
“Crisis Intervention” model wherein police officers are trained to identify mentally ill potential arrestees and defuse parlous situations. The program also provides police officers access to a “crisis stabilization unit,” to which they can transport mentally ill potential arrestees in lieu of imprisoning them. The crisis stabilization unit is a non-secure facility where drop-offs are free to leave at any time.165
In September 2006, the Committee was formally notified that it had received a
grant to begin developing the program.
Sharon Cole of the Maryland Office of the Public Defender was also recently
awarded a grant, this one to train defenders and other employees in community
and internal office mediation. Mediation, Cole argues, provides defenders a
means for settling neighborhood disputes before they escalate and enter the criminal justice system. Trained defenders and other staff members have begun mediating conflicts at 120 sites around Baltimore, and Cole’s program, though only a
few months old, has been sufficiently well-received that she has convinced prosecutors to divert cases to mediation. Under the arrangement Cole has established
in the court where she practices, prosecutors periodically agree to postpone criminal prosecution until mediation occurs. Mediation takes place in a neutral envi-
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ronment, where clients and their complainants are on equal footing. If, together,
the two parties arrive at an agreement outside of the criminal justice system, the
prosecutor can agree to drop charges. If not, the case is sent back to the court.
All mediation proceedings are confidential and cannot be used in court. In an
email, Cole described a recent mediation between a client and his arresting
sergeant:
It was the most difficult mediation (really more of a facilitation) I have ever performed. Very contentious. It was great. Good solutions for change were offered. It
was only one hour but my client made one suggestion that they both agreed on. It
was beautiful. I can’t disclose the agreement but I did write their suggestion down
exactly as it was proposed. (good mediator, yes?) (curse words and all!). Not only was
my client pleased that the prosecutor dropped the charges but the sergeant definitely saw the benefit of a dialogue with a member of the neighborhood he patrols.166

While mediation can neither supplant routine criminal adjudications nor take the
place of strong courtroom advocacy, it can, as in the case above, promote outcomes that work for both parties, raise the defender’s community profile, and
enhance defenders’ trial and interview skills. As Cole explained at the June 2006
COD Meeting, mediation “really sharpens your listening skills. Not only did I
become a trained community mediator, but I also became a better advocate. The
number one complaint I hear from clients is the lack of communication with their
defenders. So I really think it makes you a better lawyer.” As of this writing,
Cole’s first class of mediators had been filled with volunteers from her office.
■

IMPROVE COMMUNICATION WITH CLIENTS.

Improve communication
with clients:

Communicating with clients would seem so central an aspect of routine public
defense that community defenders would feel no need to mention it. Yet as David
Feige, speaking of a former client dissatisfied with the quality of his representation, explains,
he, like many jailed clients, actually hasn’t talked to his lawyer in months. Even in a
reasonably well-funded system like the one in New York City, this is a common complaint. Between the daily crush of the courtroom and the pressure to get cases done,
lawyers often don’t bother to see clients – some adjourn cases without even bringing
them up to the courtroom.167

New Orleans has already come under fire for its system of horizontal representation, particularly where it induces defense attorneys to adhere to the “work patterns of the particular judge…rather than [focus] on the indigent defendants who
pass through the court.”168 Part of the problem is structural. As Judson Mitchell
explained to us,
Right now there’s no place to interview clients. If you have 300 cases, you could
spend all year trying to interview each one. It takes you half an hour just to get in
front of a client. No, the only time you see a client is right before their appearance.169

䊒 Work with the city to improve

the jail visitation system.
䊒 Where possible, contact

clients’ family members at
clients’ request.
䊒 Enable clients to review their

police report upon its release.
䊒 Develop an office-wide proto-

col for maintaining communication with clients while they
are incarcerated.
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Switching to a system of vertical representation, where attorneys or defense
teams are assigned to clients, rather than to court sections, should be among the
Board’s top priorities.170 Working with the city, as it determines the future of
Orleans Parish Prison, to develop a physical space and visitation system that better facilitates client interviews should be another.
Attorney-client communication is essential in New Orleans, where many defendants are held in jail for long periods of time without knowledge of the formal
reasons for their arrest. In each of our focus groups, participants underscored this
point:
I think at the beginning, the public defender needs to communicate with his client
more. He needs to visit him and keep him abreast of his case as to how it’s going and,
you know, what he’s facing. A lot of times a guy will be in jail and he don’t have a
clue as to what’s going on until you go to court. And I think they need to communicate more with their clients. That would be the number one thing.171

Although the general importance of simple communication played a central role
in each of our focus group discussions, over time two specific themes emerged.
First, participants highlighted the importance of family notification and contact.
One participant said that the most important thing to a person in jail is “knowing that your family will be all right [when you are] locked in jail.”172
Second, participants emphasized the importance of receiving the police report
pertaining to their case. When asked what would be the most important service a
defender could provide, one participant responded, “getting my police report so
I can look at the evidence they got.”173 Another participant, in a different group,
agreed: “I always get a copy of my police report because I want to see just what
you looking at, what you looking at, judge, DA, public defender. I want to know
what you all are looking at so I can see it, too.”174 Although, as the research of the
Metropolitan Crime Commission makes clear, sluggishness in police reporting
will undoubtedly delay a defendant’s receipt of his or her police report, focus
group participants, with striking unanimity, insisted that a defender’s ability to
provide and explain the police report upon its release would greatly increase their
trust in that defender: “They show me they’re working with me – that would
make me trust them.”175
The Bronx Defenders protocol requires attorneys, at the initial client interview, to
explain all charges and show the client the complaint. A training manual distributed to all attorneys instructs them to “[l]et your client understand the papers are
as much hers as yours.”176 According to Heather Dorsey of the Office of the
Public Defender in Cambridge, Maryland, all clients receive copies of their statement of probable cause. Defenders in Dorsey’s office schedule visits with clients to
avoid interfering with family visits and change of guard shifts. Clients also fill out
visit request sheets that are delivered to defenders by correctional officers a few
times a week. Mail correspondence is frequent and documented in clients’ files.177
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Neighborhood Defender Services of Harlem has at least one Spanish-speaking
employee at each staff level: attorney, investigator, social worker, paralegal, etc.
Lawyers are required to return to the office (located in Harlem, where most of
their clients live) after court (in downtown Manhattan) in order to meet clients
face-to-face. Though court dockets often dictate the kind and extent of their
meetings, NDS attorneys make frequent visits to Rikers Island to meet with
clients.178
■

FACILITATE CLIENT REENTRY AT FRONT AND BACK
ENDS OF THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROCESS.

Facilitate client reentry
at front and back ends
of the criminal justice process.

“As a collective,” notes University of Maryland Law Professor Michael Pinard,
“defense attorneys – as well as trial judges and prosecutors – are generally
unaware of the existence and scope of collateral consequences.”179 Increasingly,
however, community defenders have overcome the tendency to overlook all but
the immediate circumstances of a client’s case.180 At the June 2006 COD
Meeting, Robin Steinberg explained the habits defenders in her office have tried
to break:
We’re trained to define for others what their problems are instead of hearing from
them their definition of what the problems are, and what they want to work on, and
what they don’t want to work on, if, indeed, they want to work on anything. And listening to clients, and the counter-intuitive sense that perhaps liberty interests are not
even the most important – perhaps in criminal cases it’s the least important thing on
the client’s mind and losing custody of their kids is the most important.181

Defenders can intervene to reduce the impact of the civil sanctions accompanying a criminal conviction in a number of ways: First, they can prevent the conferral of a criminal conviction on charges they know will reduce a client’s reentry
prospects. If a defender knows, for example, that a certain type of conviction will
preclude a client from returning to his or her profession, the defender can negotiate with prosecution to adjust a charge and better advise clients facing plea decisions. McGregor Smyth, Director of the Civil Action Project at the Bronx
Defenders, describes a pertinent case study:
Joanne F. had worked hard to get a steady job as a security guard. In a domestic incident with her boyfriend, she was charged with Assault and Harassment. The initial
plea offer would have resulted in the loss of her security guard license and her job.
The defense attorney used this disproportionate consequence to convince the prosecutor to offer an adjournment in contemplation of dismissal. Joanne kept her job,
and her stability.182

Similar negotiations can prevent the onset of drastic civil sanctions in the realms
of immigration, public housing, and education, among many others.183
Second, defenders can support legislation that increases employment opportunities and reduces civil barriers for people with criminal convictions.184 As one par-

䊒 Advise clients of the collateral

consequences of sentencing
and plea arrangements and
negotiate with judges and
prosecutors to avoid the
conferral of civil sanctions.
䊒 Support legislation that

increases employment
opportunities and reduces
civil barriers for people with
criminal convictions.
䊒 Where applicable, provide

criminal-record expungement
services.
䊒 Aid clients in procuring

non-prison identification.
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ticipant noted, “we’ve got over sixty-five, seventy laws on the books that prohibit
us from viable trades.”185 The Bronx Defenders’ Reentry Net project has submitted testimony on proposed national regulations to implement background checks
for all port workers with access to secured areas and on the Uniform Collateral
Sanctions and Disqualifications Act (UCSDA), among other things.186 Reentry
Net also collaborated with the New York-based Interfaith Coalition of Advocates
of Reentry and Employment (ICARE) to successfully promote the passage of an
amendment to the New York State penal law that adds successful reintegration to
the goals of sentencing in all criminal cases. Defenders at RIOPD were central
to an effort to pass a recent ballot initiative in Rhode Island that restored voting
rights to approximately 15,000 parolees and probationers.187
Third, as Ilona Picou mentions above, defenders can help eligible clients achieve
pardons or secure record expungement. The County of San Diego Public
Defender, for example, has trained paralegal Mary Ann Knuttila to serve as the
office’s expungement clerk. The office posts eligibility criteria and expungement
information in its office and on its website.188
Finally, defenders can help their clients procure non-prison identification. Linda
McLaughlin, previously of the Community Law Office (CLO) in Knoxville,
Tennessee, explains that CLO has developed a working relationship with the
Department of Safety such that it can obtain information about the status of a
client’s ID or driver’s license within twenty-four hours, including what additional
steps a client must take to secure it.189
All four forms of advocacy are crucial in New Orleans, where the proliferation of
criminal records is exacerbated by the number of defendants who plead credit for
time served after spending significant time in jail. Further, as many of our interviewees and focus group participants attested, New Orleans’s vast labor shortage
has made employers more amenable to hiring people with criminal records.190
If the current situation of labor in New Orleans presents new challenges, it also
offers a crucial opening for people with criminal convictions.191
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WHY COMMUNITY DEFENSE
MAKES SENSE NOW
Like defenders at the June 2006 COD Meeting, many of our focus group participants looked optimistically upon New Orleans’s rare moment to make anew its
system of public defense. In the words of one participant,
There were a lot of flaws pre-Katrina, and I think Katrina has provided us with an
opportunity to get it right, or at least to make it better. So that I hope those powers
that be will not just be trying to recreate what existed because it didn’t work on any
level. I don’t even think it worked for the judges or anybody else. But to try to look at
and develop some new models.192

To see opportunity in such destruction and devastation is truly an audacious sort
of hope. But here, as elsewhere in our interviews, this participant’s optimism was
conditioned on a single proviso: “I think for it to work, there would need to be
some community involvement even at the thought of it, and not just create this
and then say, ‘come, we want y’all to be involved’ after the process is already
developed.”193
On our first day in New Orleans, Jelpi Picou made a compelling case for why the
city is particularly well-suited for community defense:
I get calls all the time from community people, organizers, that are like, “there’s this
bill in the legislature and we want to testify to get kids parole-eligible” – kids who were
convicted in the adult system. We just had hearings. People are calling saying, “how
do we do it? How do we do it?” I mean, they’re ready to do it. They want to do it. It
needs to be more organized. Can that be part of a defender office? I think it needs to
be. You know, if we’re going to call ourselves community-based, client-based, our
clients are in communities… It’s not anathema in a public defender office and it
shouldn’t be, particularly in a place like Orleans, which is so community-driven.194

Even skeptics – those who maintained that New Orleans must strictly focus on the
bare essentials of structural reform – when pressed, conceded that the storm had
opened a window in which to remake and redefine the public defender agency.
“Now is the only time it’s got a shot in the world,” Judson Mitchell told us.
“Connections are being made.”195
It is our hope that through this document we have, in a small way, enabled the
opinions of a few community members and former clients to enter the discussion
of what a renewed Orleans Parish Indigent Defender might look like. Their comments, in aggregate, suggest that the problems clients face cannot be addressed
through structural reform or zealous courtroom advocacy alone. Moreover, the
existing community defense projects we highlight demonstrate that there are
existing models by which OIDP can respond to their concerns, and a network of
defenders from which it can draw support.
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Our recommendations, of course, are strictly advisory, and we make them with
recognition that the city faces formidable barriers to achieving even the most fundamental reforms. While the speedy adoption of the first recommendation is necessary for community defense to take hold, the following five can be gradually
implemented as BOPD sees fit. Community defense is an ongoing and evolving
project, and New Orleans, like defender agencies around the country, will need
to chart its own path on its way there.
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THE STRUCTURE AND FUNDING
OF INDIGENT DEFENSE IN LOUISIANA
Louisiana comprises 41 judicial districts spanning 64 local parishes. Each judicial
district is required by Louisiana law to have an indigent defender board (IDB)
selected by the district court and nominated by each district’s bar association.196
In practice, however, this rule is often flouted. Until recently, judges seldom
solicited nominations from the local bar association; more often, they appointed
friends and colleagues.197 By statute, each board is composed of three to seven
members, although the current Orleans board has nine.198 Each board is required
to reflect the racial and gender makeup of its jurisdiction.
Louisiana Indigent Defender Boards are charged with appointing counsel in one
of three ways: (1) by consulting a list of volunteer attorneys licensed to practice
law in the state; (2) by entering into contracts with attorneys licensed in the state;
or (3) by appointing a chief defender and assistants, effectively establishing a public defender program.199 Only ten of Louisiana’s 41 districts have full-time public
defender programs; Orleans is one of them.200 The IDB sets the salary of the
chief indigent defender, all assistants, and personnel. The board may accept,
receive, and use public or private grants, though it rarely has done so in the
past.201
Each IDB administers the local indigent defender fund. Approximately 80% of
the board’s revenues are collected in the form of court fees. According to
Louisiana law, a sum of $35 shall be assessed in cases where “a defendant is convicted after a trial, a plea of guilty or nolo contendere, or after forfeiting bond.”202
Though one other state, Alabama, attempts to fund its indigent defense services
through a combination of state funds and court costs, Louisiana uniquely cloisters revenues in the jurisdictions where they were collected.203 This unusual
financing system creates a patchwork of funding discrepancies in defense services, where the amount of available funds varies widely from one judicial district to
another. If, at the end of a fiscal year, there is a surplus in a given district, it cannot be expended to support public defense in other districts. While a high-poverty district may assess a larger number of fees than an affluent district, if clients
are unable to pay such fees, their districts will not generate the necessary revenue.204 As the National Legal Aid and Defender Association (NLADA) has duly
noted, “because less affluent jurisdictions have a higher percentage of people eligible for public defense services, the need for indigent defense funding is in fact
inversely correlated with the ability to generate revenues.”205
The largest percentage of local revenue comes from fees on traffic violations,
ostensibly because they are the easiest to collect. Because of local variations in
transit infrastructure, however, this source of revenue also produces arbitrary
funding discrepancies across districts. For example, at the close of 2002, the 20th
Judicial District, through which a major highway passes, had a surplus of
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$305,000 in its account, while other, mostly poor, districts fell far short of their
yearly expenditures.206 According to NLADA, at the end of 2002, while many districts with deficits struggled to provide adequate defense counsel, “over $9 million
of unused funding sat in IDB bank accounts across the state.”207 Fifty-nine percent of judicial districts that year were unable to raise enough revenue to offset
public defense costs. Orleans Parish, with annual costs of about $2.6 million,
came up $365,000 short.208
The current financing system leaves public defender agencies vulnerable to circumstances completely unrelated to the need for adequate defense services. It was
precisely these susceptibilities that crippled the public defense system in the wake
of Hurricane Katrina. With a marked decline in the number of traffic citations,
the system was deprived of its primary source of sustenance.
The other 20% of public defense funds is funneled through the state-level
Louisiana Indigent Defense Assistance Board (LIDAB), run out of the Executive
Office. The LIDAB owes its provenance to a 1993 Louisiana Supreme Court
case, State v. Peart.209 The case concerned a young but experienced OIDP attorney named Rick Tessier who was charged with representing Leonard Peart, a 20year-old man charged with multiple felonies. At the time he was assigned the case,
Tessier was handling 70 felony cases, and in the previous seven months, he’d represented 418 clients.210 Arguing that these conditions rendered it impossible for
him to adequately represent Peart, Tessier filed a pretrial motion requesting that
the judge declare his own legal assistance ineffective before trial. Calvin Johnson,
then the trial judge, declared the system unconstitutional.211 On appeal, the
Supreme Court issued an emergency rule setting up an interim board called the
Louisiana Indigent Defender Board (LIDB), which would eventually become the
LIDAB when it moved to the executive branch in 1999.
According to Jelpi Picou, who headed the LIDAB from its inception in 1994
through 2000, about 96% of state-appropriated funds running through the
LIDAB are distributed directly or indirectly to assist local IDBs.212 Slightly more
than 50% goes to direct assistance; the remaining 40-46% provides indirect assistance to local boards by absorbing juvenile and capital cases and appeals.
Recognizing deficiencies in the local systems, the LIDAB has gradually folded
these aspects of defense into its mission. In so doing, it spawned the following
projects:
■
■
■
■
■

Louisiana Appellate Project (LAP)
The Capital Appeals Project (CAP)
The Capital Post-Conviction Project of Louisiana (CPCPL)
Regional Capital Conflict Panels (RCCP)
Juvenile Justice Project of Louisiana (JJPL)

Direct assistance is disbursed through the Direct Assistance Fund (DAF) to offset
trial costs. The receipt of DAF grants is contingent upon a local board’s imple-
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mentation of LIDAB standards, which closely mirror those of NLADA and
ABA.213
Just months before Hurricane Katrina, an editorial in the Times-Picayune noted
that Louisiana is “the cheapest state in the nation, allocating less than $10 million
a year to the indigent defense fund, which also receives fees of up to $35 a head
levied on defendants convicted in state and local courts. That leaves us $20 million short of the $50 million a year that proponents of reform regard as the bare
minimum required for some semblance of justice.”214 As a result, many public
defenders regularly have caseloads in excess of 400, far above the 150 case limit
recommended by legal experts.215 Even before Katrina hit in late August 2005,
the dire situation of public defense in Louisiana prompted the state Supreme
Court to issue a unanimous decision stating that “Louisiana had failed to adequately fund a program to provide attorneys for poor defendants, as required by
the constitution.”216 Noting that the indigent defense system represents roughly
80% of the state’s defendants, the Court concluded that the obligation to provide
a functioning system falls “squarely on the shoulders of the Legislature.”217 After
announcing plans to cut $500,000 from the indigent defense budget in November
2005, in March 2006 Governor Kathleen Blanco relented and proposed to double the indigent defense appropriation from $10 million to $20 million.218
In June 2006, Criminal District Court Judge Arthur Hunter made clear that the
increased state appropriation would not be sufficient: “If the public defender’s
office in New Orleans is not adequately funded,” Judge Hunter wrote in a June
ruling, “then the question will be not if, but when the criminal justice system will
cease to function.”219
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